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5 Issues Shaping The 
Electronics Supply Chain
In 2014, electronics industry executives will look to 

emerging technologies for growth while focusing on 

student-centered investment opportunities and keep-

ing counterfeit parts out of the supply chain.

THE ENERGY PORTION of TTI’s industrial business 

has been a bright spot on the economic horizon 

and is likely to continue on that path, according 

to Lew LaFornara, vice president of supplier 

relations for the company. Industrial markets 

have been a mixed bag recently, he explains. But 

with an increase in domestic oil and gas explora-

tion and new production techniques causing 

growth in both areas, companies selling to those 

customers are seeing steady increases.

Indeed, domestic oil and natural gas produc-

tion is rising, causing many suppliers to sharpen 

their focus on traditional energy markets. Shale 

oil production in particular is set to jump by 

nearly a third this year to 3.3 million barrels a 

day due to new extraction techniques. Econo-

mist Jack Ablin, who spoke to distributors and 

manufacturers at the recent ECIA Executive 

Conference in Chicago, pointed to the growth as 

a key positive sign on the economic landscape.
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Energy Markets Stay Strong 
Rising domestic oil and gas produc-

tion and a continued focus on ener-

gy-efficient electronics fuel distrib-

utors’ growth in energy markets.
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A SHOW OF HANDS at a recent electronic components industry meeting con-

firmed what many executives are feeling as 2013 comes to a close: the flat to 

only slightly up business conditions that have characterized the electronics 

supply chain for the last two years are going to stick around for a while. Only 

about a third of the executives listening to an economics presentation at the 

1. Wearable technology, 3D printing, and robotics are three emerging technologies 

that supply chain companies should focus on in 2014, said author and futurist Jack 

Uldrich of the School of Unlearning. (photo by Curtis Ellzey)

Oil production in the United States grew by nearly 2.7 

million barrels a day to reach more than 11 million bar-

rels a day from 2008 to 2012. This increase surpasses 

the total oil production of other leading countries. 

(courtesy of IER, http://www.eia.gov/countries/index.cfrm?view=production)
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Electronic Components Industry Associa-

tion’s Executive Conference in Chicago in 

late October raised their hands when asked 

if they thought their companies would fin-

ish 2013 with higher sales than 2012. 

This is new to an industry in which 

growth tends to outpace the general econ-

omy, and it’s leaving many looking for 

new strategies that will help them better 

compete in a changing business climate. 

ECIA’s annual conference tackled the 

issue with the theme “Shift Happens” and 

presented a slate of speakers from inside 

and outside the industry offering insight 

on how manufacturers and distributors of 

electronic components can navigate the 

change and still meet buyers’ and design 

engineers’ growing list of demands. 

The ECIA audience of distributors, 

manufacturers, and manufacturer repre-

sentatives covered a big slice of the elec-

tronics marketplace. Presenters discussed 

everything from new market opportuni-

ties to honing your supply chain niche. 

Their advice provided a roadmap of 

where component suppliers will be look-

ing for growth and offers a glimpse at 

areas the supply chain of the future will 

focus on. Here are five of them.

1. EMERGING TECHNOLOGY

Component suppliers are always looking 

for “the next big thing” that will shake up 

the electronics industry, but such innova-

tions have been elusive in today’s flat mar-

ket. Still, companies should keep some key 

product trends on their radar screens, said 

Jack Uldrich of the School of Unlearning 

on the first day of the conference (Fig. 1). 

Wearable technology is one area. 

Uldrich told attendees that it “absolutely 

could be” a huge market in the not too 

distant future, pointing to the wearable 

computer Google Glass as an example. 

The convergence of wearable technology 

and mobile health monitoring is another 

big area, according to Uldrich. He not-

ed a wide range of fitness and health-

monitoring devices, such as the FitBit 

activity tracker, a wireless-enabled wear-

able device that measures a range of per-

sonal health metrics. Uldrich also cited 

3D printing and GE’s goal to produce 

jet engine parts using the technology by 

2016, as well as robotics, a hot area for 

U.S. manufacturers. 

“This technology is getting exponen-

tially better,” Uldrich said of 3D printing 

in particular.

2. THE INTERNET OF THINGS

The Internet of Things is all about 

connectedness—connecting people, 

processes, and things to the Web. It’s a 

growing opportunity for companies of 

all kinds, according to Uldrich and Intel’s 

Rick Dwyer, who also spoke at the ECIA 

conference. 

To put it in perspective, Dwyer said 

that as of late October, there were 10.7 

billion people, processes, and things con-

nected to the Internet—an impressive 

installed base of potential business that 

will only grow. The key to capitalizing on 

this potential is figuring out how to sell 

the services and solutions people need 

to enable their projects, programs, and 

ideas, Dwyer said.

“What can we do differently to cap-

ture the value of the Internet of Things?” 

he urged companies to ask. He also 

described opportunities in the Smart 

Grid as a prime example, as utility com-

panies look for new ways to manage 

and analyze energy use and spending, 

opening the door for companies that sell 

devices and technology that will allow 

them to do so in an online environment.

3. HONING YOUR NICHE

Finding your place in a changing mar-

ket is one of the most difficult parts of 

being in business, but it’s nothing new 

if you ask Steve Fisher, CEO of Phila-

delphia-based specialty distributor PEI-

Genesis. In a presentation focused on 

business evolution and the importance 

of maintaining a “culture that cares and 

values that matter,” Fisher recounted his 

family-owned firm’s evolutionary jour-

ney from a small startup distributor of 

electronic parts to one of the world’s 

leading assemblers of precision connec-

tors and power supplies.

Founded in 1946 by Fisher’s father, 

Murray Fisher, and his best friend Bernie 

Bernbaum, PEI-Genesis has been honing 

its niche as an international manufactur-

er, assembling distributor, and engineer-

ing design firm for connectors and power 

supplies ever since. But today’s difficult 

economic times are presenting new chal-

lenges. After years of consistent growth, 

Fisher said PEI-Genesis has struggled 

to grow over the last 18 months. But he 

advised that tough times are an oppor-

tunity to look in the mirror and ask if 

you are still relevant and then make the 

changes necessary to remain so. 

Careful evaluation of business trends 

and internal capabilities has led PEI-

Genesis to its place as a high-mix product 

business that builds more than 10 million 

connectors a year, Fisher explained. And 

though he didn’t say exactly what’s next 

for the firm, he emphasized that chang-

ing with the times while holding on to 

the values of its founding fathers will be 

a driving force in the company’s ongoing 

evolution. He suggested that all supply 

chain companies should use a similar 

guiding light in today’s shifting economy.

5 Issues 

Continued from Page 39

2. “[FIRST] turned my life around. It inspired 

me to try harder in school. I knew I couldn’t 

become an engineer with a 2.7 GPA,” engi-

neering student Tim Balz told attendees at 

an electronics industry conference in late 

October. (photo by Curtis Ellzey)
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4. INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

In one of the most inspiring presenta-

tions of the ECIA event, and the only one 

to receive a standing ovation, teenager 

Tim Balz explained how the FIRST sci-

ence and technology program changed 

his academic life and put him on the path 

to becoming an engineer and entrepre-

neur (Fig. 2). His talk served as a wakeup 

call about the importance of investing 

in students to ensure a more successful 

electronics industry in the future. 

Balz is a freshman at the Rose-Hulman 

Institute of Technology in Indiana. Yet he 

said he wouldn’t be there if it weren’t for 

FIRST—For Inspiration and Recognition 

of Science and Technology, a program 

that encourages elementary, middle, and 

high school students to develop their sci-

ence, engineering, and technology skills 

through teamwork and competition. 

Schools throughout the country form 

FIRST teams that are sponsored by teach-

ers, community volunteers, and cor-

porations. The teams are charged with 

building a robot that can perform a spe-

cific task in a series of competitions held 

across the country. Corporate sponsors 

play a large role in supplying the electron-

ic components, tools, and other products 

students need to build their robots. 

Balz emphasized the need for industry 

involvement in the program by telling 

his compelling story. A motocross rider 

with a 2.7 grade point average, Balz had 

little interest in academics until one of 

his teachers asked him to join his school’s 

FIRST program in his sophomore year. 

He quickly became a team leader, and 

before he was out of high school he had 

founded Freedom Chairs, a non-profit 

organization that recycles and rebuilds 

powered wheelchairs for people in need 

of mobility. The 18-year-old is president 

of Freedom Chairs, which is staffed by a 

team of student volunteers from Balz’s 

alma mater, Plainfield High School.

“[FIRST] turned my life around,” 

Balz told attendees. “It inspired me to 

try harder in school. I knew I couldn’t 

become an engineer with a 2.7 GPA.”

Balz finished with a 3.65 GPA.

5. STANDING UP TO COUNTERFEITS

Despite recent efforts to reduce the 

threat of counterfeit electronic compo-

nents entering the market, the situation 

is not getting much better, according to 

Avnet’s Ed Smith, who made the subject 

a centerpiece of his presentation. Smith, 

who is president of Avnet Electronics 

Marketing Americas, warned of a misun-

derstanding among customers about the 

meaning of authorized distribution and 

called for a campaign to educate buyers 

about the dangers of sourcing compo-

nents from the open market. 

Although counterfeit parts can find 

their way into authorized distributors’ 

inventory through customer returns, 

independent distributors and brokers 

represent the greatest threat because they 

do not purchase components directly 

from the original manufacturer. Many 

independents specialize in obsolete and 

hard-to-find parts and invest in testing 

and purchasing programs designed to 

detect counterfeits and keep them out 

of the supply chain, but only authorized 

distributors receive components directly 

from original component manufacturers.

Smith discussed efforts by authorized 

distributors to address the counterfeit 

problem, including supply chain man-

agement programs, design support, 

product obsolescence programs, and 

aftermarket support designed to help 

customers avoid turning to the open 

market. He also said it’s time to hold cus-

tomers accountable for their role and 

urged new regulations that hold buyers 

responsible for purchasing counterfeits 

by making it a criminal offense. 

A bad part can cause military equip-

ment to fail on the battlefield, putting sol-

diers’ lives in danger, Smith said. Bogus 

parts in the commercial market are dan-

gerous as well, as a faulty medical device 

or commercial jet system puts everyone 

in danger. In addition to emphasizing 

the need for ongoing involvement by 

authorized distributors, Smith’s points 

represent another attempt to keep the 

issue front and center in an increasingly 

complicated economic landscape. Q
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NAND Flash 
Memory Market 
Decelerates 

But the sector will still hit 

record revenue this year of 

$24 billion.

GROWTH IN THE global NAND flash 

memory market is slowing in the sec-

ond half of 2013 following diminishing 

demand for local data storage in smart 

phones and tablets, due in part to the 

rise of cloud-based devices, according 

to a new market research report from 

industry researcher IHS Inc.

NAND bit shipments were set to 

grow 8% in the third quarter according 

to early estimates. That’s down from 9% 

in the second quarter, IHS reports, and 

will be followed by an even lower 5% 

in the fourth quarter. Fourth-quarter 

growth will be down sharply compared 

to the year-earlier period, when the 

market grew 16%.

“The fast-growing season for flash 

memory appears to be running out of 

momentum as density growth levels off 

in many of the products that are leading 

users of NAND,” says Ryan Chien, stor-

age systems analyst at IHS. “Moreover, 

few upcoming devices are expected to 

increase their NAND options, further 

dampening growth in the short term.”

Despite the second half, IHS is pro-

jecting a record year in both shipments 

and revenue for the NAND flash indus-

try in 2013, with 39 billion Gbytes of 

shipments and $24 billion in revenue. 

IHS points to cloud storage, growth 

in low-end smart phones with limited 

NAND use, and consumer indifference 

to NAND-heavy devices like game con-

soles, PCs, e-readers, and USB drives as 

key reasons for the slowing market.

“Streaming media options and free 

cloud storage are diminishing the pros-

pects for increased NAND usage in 

smart phones,” Chien says. “This is true 

for all three major mobile operating sys-
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tems—Apple’s iOS, Google’s Android, 

and Microsoft’s Windows Phone.”

NAND prices are rising despite the 

slowdown in usage. IHS points to a 

small supply chain disruption due to a 

fire at South Korean memory suppli-

er SK Hynix in Wuxi on September 4. 

The incident caused the manufacturer 

to shift some of its NAND capacity to 

DRAM and opened the door to possible 

supply chain challenges down the line. 

Formulated to keep track of move-

ments in NAND pricing over time, the 

IHS NAND price index has jumped 

nearly 10% since the fire, signaling 

some nervousness in the market. But as 

demand concerns have started to weigh 

on the market, prices have drifted over 

recent weeks, according to IHS.

NEW PRODUCTS

NAND products continue to make 

their way to the market. For example, 

Toshiba’s new embedded NAND flash 

memory modules integrate NAND 

chips that are fabricated with the compa-

ny’s 19-nm second-generation process 

technology and comply with the latest 

e-MMC 1 standard. 

Designed for application in a wide 

range of digital consumer products, the 

modules target smart phones, tablet 

PCs, and digital video cameras. The line-

up of single-package embedded NAND 

flash memories includes densities from 

4 to 128 Gbytes. Each device integrates a 

controller to manage basic control func-

tions for NAND applications.  

Kingston Technology’s SSDNow 

mS200 mSATA solid-state drive offers 

a cost-effective performance boost with 

a dual-drive option that allows room for 

adding high-capacity storage in capaci-

ties up to 120 Gbytes. Ideal for system 

builders, OEMs, and enthusiasts, the 

mS200’s miniscule form factor is eight 

times smaller than a traditional 2.5-in. 

hard drive, making it ideal for note-

books, tablets, and ultrabooks. Q

“We are moving toward energy inde-

pendence,” Ablin said, pointing to new 

hydraulic fracturing, or “fracking,” tech-

niques many U.S. companies are using 

to reach areas previously unable to be 

drilled. “U.S. domestic production of 

crude oil and natural gas is rising. And 

innovation in the private sector is lead-

ing the way.”

Combined with ongoing efforts 

aimed at energy efficiency in both con-

sumer and industrial circles, energy-

focused distributors are betting on such 

innovations to drive growth into 2014.

FOCUSING ON OIL AND GAS

In the past four years, U.S. oil and 

natural gas production has increased 

by nearly 2.7 million barrels per day to 

more than 11 million barrels per day, 

according to the Institute for Energy 

Research (IER), which calls the growth 

“impressive.” In a report published ear-

lier this year, IER said the increase alone 

equals more oil than the total produc-

tion of Brazil, Venezuela, Algeria, or 

Qatar (see the figure).

American companies that supply the 

oil and gas industry are taking note. 

This summer, distributor PEI-Genesis 

created a new position aimed at grow-

ing its energy-related business, nam-

ing Mike Brawner oil and gas business 

development manager for North Amer-

ica. PEI-Genesis says the new position 

will help expand its work with harsh-

environment and explosion-proof con-

nector brands as well as its proprietary 

explosion-proof cable assemblies. 

“This new role is strategic to the long-

term development and growth of the 

North American oil and gas market,” 

said Dave Jones, director of global sales 

at PEI-Genesis. “Based in our Houston 

office, Mike will be local to our custom-

ers and suppliers to help us develop the 

rest of the Gulf region.”

As further evidence of energy market 

growth, Ablin pointed to the increase in 

natural-gas powered vehicles during the 

recent ECIA conference. Nationwide, 

more trucking companies and shuttle 

bus providers are turning to natural-gas 

powered vehicles, he said. 

This fall, for example, logistics pro-

vider UPS expanded its use of natural-

gas powered vehicles with a deal to 

purchase liquefied natural gas (LNG) 

fuel from an Indiana startup company 

to power 1000 of its semitrailer trucks 

in use throughout the Midwest. UPS has 

used LNG fuel in its fleet since 2000 and 

added 48 new LNG trucks to its long-

haul network just two years ago.

EFFICIENCY REMAINS A PRIORITY

Conservation and energy efficiency 

continue to drive strength in the energy 

sector as well. Many distributors point 

to consumer and industrial demand for 

energy-efficient lighting solutions and 

technology related to smart homes and 

businesses as key growth areas. 

“I don’t know of a company today in 

any industry that isn’t focused on con-

serving energy,” says Lindsley Ruth, 

executive vice president of distributor 

Future Electronics. 

Ruth notes the large amount of energy 

consumed in electronics, which causes a 

long-term focus on energy reduction 

and efficiency among component mak-

ers and distributors. A key market is 

lighting, where a shift continues from 

traditional sources to LED technology. 

Also growing in importance are devices 

focused on smart homes and offices. 

Technologies that help homeowners 

control heating, air conditioning, elec-

tricity, and security systems remotely, 

for example, are increasingly in demand.

Another way to conserve energy is 

through the use of wireless technology 

and extended battery life. Ruth calls this 

“a tremendous challenge and opportu-

nity within the electronics space.”

Future has developed targeted efforts 

to serve both markets. Its Future Energy 

Solutions and Future Lighting Solu-

tions groups provide sales and service 

resources for those markets. Q

Energy Markets
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